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CONTRAST BETWEEN SUMMER AND TENTER PRECIPITATION-

Summer
Winter
Rain ....... * ..........
Usually Never Occasionally Never High Thunderstorm frequently Strong, generally essential Decided, usually essential
Often Frequent Never Occasionally Low, and up Cyclone Feebler, often sufficient Slight, often sufficient
Snow .................




Hail (ice lumps) ........




Sleet (frozen rain) .......




On barrier ...........




Type of storm ........




Strength of convection . .




Intensity of cyclone ......









Summer Daytime and Nighttime Precipitation in the United States.— This restriction to season and locality is entirely owing to the excellence of the corresponding data,1 for the principles involved are the same everywhere.
In most, if not all, parts of the United States, as, also, nearly everywhere else, the day and night distribution of summer rainfall is largely determined by the corresponding distribution of the thunderstorm, or strong vertical convection of tolerably humid air.
In the southeastern portion of the United States where the prevailing summer winds are southerly, humid, and gentle, the larger part of the rainfall of this season is owing to heat thunderstorms, that is, local showers, resulting from convection induced by strong surface heating, and, therefore, most frequent in the early afternoon.
Similarly, throughout much of the Rocky Mountain and Plateau regions, especially about the chimney-acting peaks, and other places favorable to strong updrafts, cumuli and the resulting precipitation are most frequent, during summer, in the afternoon, and least at night.
Through the northeastern portion of this country, the typical heat thunderstorm is of secondary importance. Nevertheless, its occurrence there appears, still, to be often enough to account for the slight excess, in that region, of the daytime over the nighttime precipitation.
In the lower Michigan peninsula, on the other hand, precipitation is most abundant by night. Here, as elsewhere, rain, at any given place and time, is due to clouds that had their inception to the windward. In general, therefore, the rains of the peninsula in question are from clouds that either originated above, or crossed over, Lake Michigan. Now, during summer, the land areas about this lake, as, in general about all lakes, commonly are warmer than the surface of the water, through the day, and cooler at night. Hence, convection over the lake and, consequently, the cloudiness and precipitation to the near east, that is,
1 KINCBR, Monthly Weather Review, 44; 628, 1916.

